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Applied Railway Technology

AEbt—Railway Know How made in Germany
We are a company of engineering consultants which is closely involved in the very
Complex procedures to furnish safety proofs, verification and homologation for roling
stocks and infrastructure throughout Europe. Our aim is a safe, reliable and economic
railway system. You and your aims are in the focus of all our actions. As a reliable and
Powerful partner, we always achieve optimum results for you. Due to our long-time
experience in railway business, we cann prepare working packages which you can
schedule and calculate.

AEbt Inspection body
DeBo (designated, delegated body)
 AsBo (Assessment body)


AEbt Academy
Seminars
 Trainings
 Workshops


AEbt—Test center
(accredited to EN 17025)

ERC NoBo

 Proofing
 Tests
 Service

 TSI
 ECM

AEbt Angewandte Eisenbahntechnik GmbH ( Applied Railway Technology)
Adam-Klein-Strasse 26 I D-90428 Nuremberg I Germany
Tel.: +49 911 520 992-181 I Fax: +49 911 520 992-10
www.aebt.eu I vertrieb@aebt.de

Reach your goals with us simply and safely!

www.aebt.eu

Stav glavnog urednika i direktora RCSEE:

International activities of our Cluster
Dear readers, members and friends of Railway Cluster for Southeastern Europe (RCSEE),

Only two weeks later RCSEE has its representatives
on Fourth Railway Congress held on October 27 th
and 28th in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
(page 6).
Of course, there was a number of other activities,
of which we chose to single out meeting of members and friends of RCSEE in Smederevo, on September 29th, where our special guest was Mr. Nenad Stanisavljevid, director of Media Center of Serbian Railways AD (page 12).
Our Cluster has already received an invitation for
participation on the upcoming fifth conference on
road and rail infrastructure in Zadar, Republic of Croatia (CETRA 2018)
which we will cover in more details in the next issue.

Marko
Radovid
(RCSEE)

Finally, this year, when we sum up, was a successful one for our cluster, also because in the first quarter we organized a first regional fair SEE Mobility 2017 in Belgrade. We will certainly repeat it, with
even greater number of exhibitors and visitors, and at a significantly higher level in 2019. Until then,
we wish you a good health, and successful business year in 2018, from which the economy in our region, as well as in Europe, has reasons to expect better results.
Kindest regards,
Milan Vučkovid
Director RCSEE
Editor in Chief SEE RAIL Perspective
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Izvor: Innorail 2017

Our representatives and members continued their work on international activities that
we’ve extensively covered in this issue. On a large conference “INNORAIL 2017”, held between October 10 and 12 in Budapest, at a special invitation by the organizers, member of
RCSEE team, Marko Radovid, held an excellent presentation on railway projects in our region and on the activities of our Cluster. In Budapest, RCSEE was also represented by Dragoljub Rajid. Several RCSEE members also used an opportunity to present their corporate
innovations, not only at the conference itself, but also at the exhibition, which you can read more
about on page 11.

FACTORY NEWS ISSUE 7:
B&H

Fourth BH Congress on Railways Held in Sarajevo
26-27. October, Sarajevo, BH: Fourth BH congress on railways was held in Sarajevo, on 27th and 28th of October, organized by the Association of Consulting Engineers of Bosnia and Herzegovina (ACE BiH), and sponsored by the Ministry of
Communications and Transport of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Congress was opened by Ešref Gačanin, president of
ACE BiH. In the introduction speeches, participants
were addressed by Saša Dalipagid from the Ministry
of Communications and Transport of B&H, Dragan
Savanovid from the Railways of the Republic of
Srpska, Marinko Kontid from Bosnia and Herzegovina
railways public corporation and Radovan Nikčevid
from the Regional Cooperation Council. They have,
each from their point of view, presented the challenges that Western Balkan railways face, such as
restructuring of national railways, necessary implementation of new regulation and new infrastructure projects.
During two days of congress, more than 100 participants had an opportunity to learn from papers of regional experts
through 32 presentations. Various members of RCSEE took part in the congress – professors from Railway College of
Applied Sciences from Belgrade presented their work on railway traffic simulators, while Altpro company from Zagreb
took part in the exhibition part of the conference as golden sponsor of the manifestation.
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FACTORY NEWS:
CROATIA
HŽ Passenger Transport and Altpro sign contract for modernization of traction vehicles
September, Zagreb, Croatia: RCSEE Member, Altpro company from
Croatia, signed a contract worth 12 million HRK with HŽ Passenger
Transport for installation of autostop systems on 48 traction vehicles.
Contract is financed from the loan of World Bank for financing of Project of sustainable development of Croatian railway sector.
Winning the public procurement organized in accordance with the
World Bank procedures is an importance reference for Altpro company, which is already present with its technical systems in 47 countries,
and is planning to offer its autostop system in the future in the markets of Germany, Austria and Romania.

New Directorate in Croatian Railways
September, Zagreb, Croatia: On its 58. session, held on 28th of September 2017, Government of Croatia proposed the
naming of new presidents and top management of the HŽ Passenger transport and HŽ Infrastructure.
Pro Rail Alliance published an information on its website that the Minister of sea and infrastructure Oleg Butkovid, named proposed persons on 2nd of October 2017. The named president of HŽ Passenger Transporrt
is Željko Ukid. Newly appointed members of management of HŽ PT are former member of management of
Wagon Maintenance Ltd Mladen Lugarid, former Cheif of sector for Službe za inventory and material activities of HŽ PT Damir Rubčid. Member of the management, Ivan Kršid has been elected as a President of the
management of HŽ Infrastructure , Darko Barišid, Nikola Ljuban and Marko Zdravko Žubrinid as members of
the management. Considering that HŽ Infrastructure is legal successor of HŽ Holding, current HŽ Infrastructure management is twentieth management of Croatian railways since 1991.
Željko Ukid

www.szz.hr
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FACTORY NEWS:
SERBIA

Serbian railways has been reduced by 18, and their
total length by six and a half kilometers.

Train Speed on Kraljevo - Čačak Section
Increased from 70 to 100 km/h
November, Belgrade: Serbian Railways Infrastructure
repaired kilometer of Kraljevo-Čačak railway and increased train speed from 70 to 100 km/h.
Apart from train speed, railway throughput has been
increased, and the safety of the railway traffic has been
increased to a higher level, after the introduction of a
number of slow orders on this section during summer.
Railway on two bridges on this section will be fixed by
mid-November, after which the trains will be able to
develop speeds up to 100 km/h.
During the past month, a number of slow orders on
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FACTORY NEWS:
SERBIA
Theft of Equipment Endangers the Safety
of Railway Traffic
November, Belgrade: Theft and criminal activities on
railways do not happen only in Serbia and the region,
however, lately this issue has been affecting Serbia
more and more. As reported by national TV RTS,
„Serbian Railways“ claim that anything that can be sold
as scrap iron is being stolen. Rails, ties, screws, copper,
contact lines and even whole switches. „Only in this
year, Serbian Railways suffered direct material damages of 150 million RSD, indirect damages due to trafic
blockade and train delays are much higher. Highest
danger and concern is the safety of railway traffic, as
every theft directly endangers the safety of railway
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traffic“, says Nenad Stanisavljevid, director of Media
Center of Serbian Railways.
Recent newest theft, when the tieves first stole 280
liters of diesel fuel to the company “RZD International”
and subsequently, with the threat of firearms, stole 330
liters of fuel in Lazarevav train station speaks of increased wantonness and organization of these criminal groups.
Russian company RZD International appeals to the relevant authorities to prevent these thefts and finds the
perpetrators of these criminal acts. Not only property is
being endangered, but also human lives, especially
security at construction sites.
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FACTORY NEWS ISSUE 7:
SERBIA

Cluster member, Vlatko Sazdov, visited construction
on Belgrade - Budapest rail
October, Čortanovci: Mr. Vlatko Sazdov, member of RCSEE and Supervisor-engineer in sector for infrastructure of
Macedonian Railways recently visited the Cluster central in Belgrade, and afterwards the construction site on the
exit portal of Čortanovci tunnel on the Stara Pazova-Novi Sad section of Belgrade-Budapest rail.
This is the first phase of mid section of Belgrade-Budapest fast rail, 44 km in length, that includes the construction of
viaduct and tunnel “Čortanovci”. Contractor on this section is RZD International from Russian Federation.

Vlatko Sazdov
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Vlatko Sazdov
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RCSEE ACTIVITIES:
RCSEE at INNORAIL 2017 Conference
International conference InnoRail 2017 was held in Budapest on October 10-12, gathering large number of experts
from railway industry of Eastern, Western and Central Europe. Through 42 panels organized in two sections – infrastructure construction and management and IT, telecommunications and safety technology systems, guests had an
opportunity to see modern solutions, but also technologies
that will potentially find use in railways in the future.
RCSEE was represented by Marko Radovic and Dragoljub
Rajic, who at the invitation of the organizers held a presentation on Infrastructure projects in the Western Balkans, as
well as the RCSEE activities.

conference – Željko Stojkovid from Mihajlo Pupin institute
presented the Institute’s railway products with focus on LED
signals, Thales Austria GmbH presented ARAMIS traffic
management system, while Altpro company participated in
the exhibition part of the conference.
Apart from the presentations from various fields, conference offered an excellent networking opportunity through a
number of additional activities, as well as the opportunity
for foreign visitors to experience the wonders of Hungrian
culture, whether through domestic cuisine, local palinka or
traditional Hungarian music and dance.

Also, other RCSEE members were active participants in the
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RCSEE ACTIVITIES
Meeting of members and friends of RCSEE and BSN held in Smederevo
On September 29, in Smederevo, meeting of members
and friends of regional-level business associations Railway
Cluster for South-Eastern Europe (RCSEE) and Business
Support Network (BSN) was held.
In comfortable and productive environment, the meeting,
whose primary purpose is further networking of members, attended over 40 businessmen.
Numerous guests from Serbia and the region could hear
Mr. Nenad Stanisavljevid, director of Media Center operating within Serbian Railways AD, Ms. Ružica Đurđevid,
owner and director of Inter Mehanika company, Mr.
Dejan Karid, owner and director of Oracal Polikarbonati
and Mr. Zoran Volf, director of Minel General Electric, a
recent RCSEE member.
Moderator, Mr. Milan Vučkovid, as a director of RCSEE
made a special greeting to all guests speakers, mentioning that the presence of Mr. Stanisavljevid was a result
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of several meetings and initiative for cooperation that
came from both sides, Media Center of Serbian Railways
AD and Rail Cluster for South-Eastern Europe. Mr. Vučkovid also greeted a Cluster member and dear guest that
came from Skopje, Vlatko Sazdov (Macedonian Railway
Infrastructure).
Dragoljub Rajid greeted guests on behalf of Business Support Network (BSN), stating that this is not the first, nor
the last time that both associations organize their events
outside of Belgrade.
After the official part, guests had an opportunity to visit
the cellar of winery “Janko”, host of the meeting, and
afterwards enjoy good atmosphere, excellent wine of the
host and Pannonian tamburitza musicians from Novi Sad
deep into the night.
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WELCOMING NEW MEMBER OF RCSEE:
Our Cluster welcomes its newest member:
MINEL GENERAL ELECTRIC d.o.o , SRB www.minelge.rs
Company specialized in planning, production, maintenance and repair of equimpent for electric vehicles such as: electric locomotives, electric trains, diesel-electric locomotives, industrial and mining locomotives, passenger cars, trams and trollies.

Schwihag AG - Gleis- und Weichentchnik, CH www.schwihag.com
Innovative Track- and Switchtechnology. Experts in permanent way technology since 1971.
All over the world high-speed lines, heavy freight transport, tramway, underground and metro
systems rely on our cutting-edge products to provide solutions to every challenge.

www.bsn.rs
Become our member.
We network businesses and businessmen in our region.
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